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3,000 Conversations for Building Respect

Over the first thirty years of Tanenbaum's work, we've collected thousands of conversations and have heard and intentional conversations and policies about religious differences and how they impact the business community today. None of these conversations are for the first time real lives.

A 3,000 Conversations for Building Respect is an opportunity for the Tanenbaum community to join us in conversations that have been widely impactful and effect change for religious differences.

What's your question about a December Dilemma - or a member of the Workplace team to schedule a conversation.

Visit us at the Non-Profit Associate Level.

Check Out the Sikh Coalition's New Accommodations Guide

Our friends at the Sikh Coalition have just released their new resource - "Accommodating Sikhs in the Workplace: An Employer's Guide." This guide provides thorough and accessible information on the Sikh faith, helping organizations better address the needs of their Sikh employees in the workplace. The resource also provides better policies and practices on topics such as dietary accommodations, religious clothing, and considerations for daily prayer at work. We highly recommend this resource for any workplace that wants to ensure a welcoming and inclusive environment for everyone.

Avoid the December Dilemma - and a Scheduling - Dilemma!

Although it's still summer, the Workplace team is already going up with fourth-quarter training. Thinking about addressing the December Dilemma: a seasonal topic of Tanenbaum's 30th Anniversary! In the upcoming quarter, we'll be hosting a series of webinars to help businesses navigate the challenges of the December Dilemma.

Be a Part of Enacting Tanenbaum's Mission

Please join our CEO, Mark Fowler, on September 14th at 9AM ET for a virtual presentation about our upcoming 30th Anniversary: Imagine. Create. Build.

Register and learn more here

Recap - Tanenbaum's Religious Diversity Summit

Our 30th Annual (and 2nd virtual!) Religious Diversity Summit was held on May 17th and 19th. Attendees gained insights on navigating workplace challenges and opportunities from global leaders in the field of religious diversity and inclusion, with participating partners and other attendees.

We are grateful to those who attended and appreciated all of you for your past and present and continuous support. Tanenbaum's mission is to support religious diversity and inclusion in the workplace. We could not do so without our partners and participants, and other attendees.

For more details about addressing the December Dilemma or planning to join the December Dilemma series, we encourage you to reach out to our training team, and creating cultures of inclusion for everyone.

Visit Tanenbaum's 30th Anniversary here.

Visit us at the Non-Profit Associate Level.
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